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executive summary

■ In April 2005, the Information and Consultation Regulations (the ICE
Regulations) which transpose the EC Directive on Information and
Consultation in the Workplace into UK law came into effect.
Consequently, between April 2005 and 2008 onwards many employ-
ers should find themselves legally obliged to consider putting in place
arrangements to enable them to inform and consult with their work-
forces or with their representatives. The ICE Regulations only apply to
organisations of a particular size. From 6 April 2005, they applied to
organisations with 150 or more employees; from 6 April 2007, they
will apply to organisations with 100 or more employees; and from 6
April 2008, to those with 50 or more employees. However, the DTI has
estimated that, as the Regulations do not apply to employers with
less than 50 employees, 97 per cent of enterprises will remain outside
of their scope.

■ The significance of the ICE Regulations is that, potentially, for the first
time in the UK, employers will be legally obliged to inform and con-
sult with their employees at enterprise or workplace level in collec-
tivist structures on a whole range of issues. Indeed, there has been
some expectation that the ICE Directive will provide the framework
for the setting up of statutory works councils with similar powers and
functions to works councils that have long been part of the industrial
relations scene in other Western European countries. However, in
practice, there is a very real danger that in many organisations the
Regulations will not result in any initiatives to engage in consulta-
tions with a workforce or its elected representatives, let alone the
setting up of a fully fledged works council. 

■ The essential problem with the Regulations is that negotiations to
establish information and consultation processes will only become
obligatory for an employer if such negotiations are triggered by writ-
ten requests from at least 10 per cent of the employees in the organi-
sation. In the absence of any trade union presence this may well not
occur. However, where a non-recognised union has members at a
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workplace it may find it advantageous to organise those members to
trigger negotiations for an ICE Agreement to establish a works coun-
cil. If union candidates are elected as the employee representatives
on such a body this would give the union a representative foothold in
the organisation. This could constitute a stepping stone to full recog-
nition for collective bargaining purposes.

■ The Regulations do not directly take into account existing collective
bargaining arrangements in any way. Arguably, unless the scope of
recognition is very limited, there is little or no advantage in a recog-
nised union encouraging its members to trigger the mechanism for
an information and consultation structure to be established.
However, there is nothing in the Regulations to prevent an employer,
possibly motivated by a desire to undermine existing collective bar-
gaining arrangements, from effectively forcing a recognised union
into negotiating on the establishment of a works council. The best
way for a union to pre-empt such a development is to seek to adapt
its recognition agreement so that it meets the criteria for a valid pre-
existing agreement that satisfies the requirements of the
Regulations.

■ The Regulations do contain statutory fallback provisions which, if
they apply, will require an employer to inform and consult with what
will be, in effect, a statutory works council. Whilst the fallback provi-
sions are structurally minimalist, the content of the duties to inform
and consult are wider than the statutory duties to consult on collec-
tive redundancies and business transfers, and these provisions may
provide advantages even for a recognised union.

■ Reforms are proposed to make the ICE Regulations more effective in
complementing or facilitating union recognition, and in ensuring
employers are obliged to establish works councils with effective pow-
ers in those many workplaces where unions have no presence what-
soever. In particular, where an independent recognised trade union
represents a majority of a workforce, duties on the employer to
inform and consult should be with the elected or appointed represen-
tatives of that union. Where an employer does not recognise a union
it should be obliged to conduct a ballot for the election of negotiat-
ing representatives. The ballot should be conducted on a similar basis
to ballots for statutory recognition. In particular, independent trade
unions with members in the workplace should have rights of access
during the ballot process. Similarly, this should apply to the ballot for
election of information and consultation representatives.
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